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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a novel approach to formalize the impact of malicious intergroup
informational attacks toward a group of unmanned aerial vehicles communication. Infrequent but
critical situations arise when an already authorized group member starts to transmit false data to
other group participants. These scenarios can be caused by a software or hardware malfunction or a
malicious attack, and cannot be prevented by the conventional security measures. The impact of such
actions can be critical for a group’s performance. To address this issue, we develop and formalize
the model of unmanned aerial vehicles’ intergroup communication and provide the calculus for a
group’s performance destructive impact. We employ a multi-agent-based approach to formalize
the information interaction between the participants of the unmanned aerial vehicles group. The
model we propose possesses such properties as symmetry and scalability, as it considers individual
participants as separate homogeneous distributed agents that have to perform their tasks in parallel
to achieve the joint group goal. We classify informational threats by the type of the destructive impact
they cause: apparent and hidden. Data contained in informational messages is categorized according
to the agent’s destructive impact premeditation degree: intentional and unintentional. To verify the
model proposed, we conduct an empirical study. The results show that the false data transmitted
during the intergroup communication adversely affects the group’s performance, and such an impact
can be measured and quantified.

Keywords: unmanned aerial vehicle; security; safety; hidden destructive impact

1. Introduction

The rapid evolution of information technology has considerably altered all areas
of human activities. Progress and advances in the field of robotics and transport have
led to the emergence of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), which have basically become
known as drones. There is a number of possible tasks for an individual aerial vehicle
to perform. However, grouping UAVs to solve one common collective task can be more
effective in some situations. UAV groups have also become known as “swarms” [1], as
their group behavior organization is similar to miscellaneous living organisms. A swarm of
UAVs possesses properties of a self-organizing system, which contains interacting elements
and is able to perform tasks due to this interaction [2–5]. Such advantages as scalability,
efficiency, and reliability in task performance can be achieved with the application of UAV
intergroup communication.

UAVs intergroup communication is vulnerable to various security threats. Exploiting
vulnerabilities may substantially decrease the efficiency of the group performance, which
may result in fails or a system’s complete outage. Security and safety assurance of infor-
mational messages, which are transmitted between group participants, are vital to ensure
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correct operation and goals achievement. Thus, proper and safe group operation requires
identifying threats and vulnerabilities and implementing valid countermeasures.

Attacks toward the security of communication in Internet of Drones have been actively
investigated in the literature for the last decade [6–8]. However, current research usually
concentrates only on “conventional” attacks against data communication, such as eaves-
dropping, man-in-the-middle, jamming, and other attacks, which are intentionally initiated
by an attacker. Such attacks commonly can be detected or mitigated by the appropriate
defense mechanisms [6]. In contrast to this approach, we address another type of so-called
“soft” attacks [9], which remain to be under-researched. These attacks can be provided
intentionally or inadvertently by a failed or maliciously attacked UAV. For instance, a
UAV can transmit false data on its current location to other group participants due to
sensor system failure. In this case, the attack cannot be detected or mitigated only with
conventional defense mechanisms, as the structure, integrity, and other patterns of the
transmitted message are not maliciously modified. However, the data transmitted by this
message is false, as it does not reflect the real UAV’s location.

In this paper, we follow the approach to consider the group of UAVs as agents of
a multi-agent system, which have to interact with each other and perform local tasks to
achieve a global goal under dynamic environmental conditions [10,11]. In such a type of
system, agents need to communicate and coordinate their movements with each other to
optimize the resource consumption and avoid collisions. Collision avoidance in a group
of multiple UAVs is not a trivial task and requires applying special techniques, as it is
necessary to deal with it both on individual and group levels [12]. False data, provided
to other group participants by a failed or maliciously attacked UAV, may lead to various
unpleasant consequences, from sub-optimal resource consumption and task allocation
to collision with other UAVs or surrounding objects. Considering that groups of UAVs
are primarily utilized in real-time applications and hostile dynamic environments (e.g.,
wide-area monitoring, and rescue operations), the provision of false data by one or several
UAVs may be damaging for a UAV group’s user in various contexts. Generally, a hostile
environment increases the threats likelihood for a UAV intergroup communication [13].
However, as practice has shown, security and safety are not commonly addressed at the
various stages of a robotic system design life cycle [9]. Multigroup UAVs are usually based
on resource-constraint hardware platforms, which allow to make individual drones cheap,
lightweight, and reliable, but unable to utilize complex defense mechanisms that require
substantial computational performance.

The issues mentioned above raise the need to establish the relationships between the
provision of false or incorrect data by a UAV to other group participants and the effect
it has on the overall group performance. The effect from providing false data can vary
depending on the UAV and situation, and can cause different damages. The investigation
and quantification of this damage can help users to evaluate their risks while employing a
group of UAVs for their tasks, and can help the UAVs developers and researchers to better
plan the security and safety measures that they need to implement.

In the present work, we explore the interrelations between the false data provided in
the process of the UAV intergroup communication and the performance of the UAV group.
Through the intergroup communication mechanism, group participants can interact and
decide which of them affect the whole group’s performance via the destructive informa-
tional impact (DII). Under DII, we understand the impact, which can be detected by other
participants and decreases the performance of individual participants or the whole UAV
group. Moreover, we examine the hidden destructive informational impact (HDII), which
is understood as an impact that cannot be detected using UAV sensors and conventional
security methods, and which decreases the system’s performance [9,14–17].

The contribution of this research is twofold. First, we provide the calculus to evaluate
and quantify DII and HDII in the UAV intergroup communication. In our approach, we
follow multi-agent system principles [18] and represent each UAV as individual agent
with the uniform features. The agents have to perform their tasks in parallel to achieve
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the common group goal. During their operation, agents have to build optimal routes
and reconfigure them in case of collision avoidance. This distributed system organization
manner introduces scalability and symmetry into the model we employ. In addition, agents
are able to communicate with each other and plan their optimal routes based on the data
on the environment, provided by other group participants. We also systematize types of
DII and develop a taxonomy of HDII based on the adversarial intention degree.

Second, we conduct an empirical study, in which we model destructive informational
impacts and analyze their consequences on a UAV group performance. We assume our cal-
culus and the results can be beneficial for the community both to improve the conventional
security and safety methods and to develop novel ones.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the research, which pro-
poses both conventional security and safety methods, and approaches based on decentral-
ized UAV group management. Section 3 describes our model of intergroup communication.
Section 4 reveals informational interaction vulnerabilities and classifies them into internal
and external ones. Threats description, damage types taxonomy and calculus are proposed
in Section 5. Section 6 contains the approach validation, simulation setup description, and
interpretation and analysis of the results obtained. Section 7 provides conclusions and
introduces further research points.

2. Related Work

Vulnerabilities arising in the process of intergroup communication have actively been
investigated in the literature [19–22]. It should be emphasized that in the case of central
control device (CCD) presence, the interaction between group participants and CCD is
considered. Approaches and methods to secure the communication channel from such
attacks as spoofing, jamming, DDoS, etc., are analyzed. Centralized and decentralized
group management strategies are considered, with the opportunity of using UAVs groups
for both civilian and military purposes.

Watkins et al. [23] demonstrate an example of communication channel organization
between UAVs group participants and CCD, which allows remote wireless connections.
Hard-to-patch vulnerabilities and back doors in popular models of drones are used to
implement malicious attacks. Applying this approach, it is possible to use a laptop or
Android OS smartphone for identifying, tracking and executing some control commands
on rogue UAVs.

In [24–26], a multi-agent approach is employed to analyze the UAV group as a self-
organizing system. In these papers, the authors consider the organization of decentralized
actions between group participants. However, for remote control purposes and actions
coordination, CCDs are used. In their research, the authors jointly conclude that it is
necessary to organize secure information interaction between the group participants, taking
into account known attacks and analyzing possible vulnerabilities related to intergroup
communication.

Refs. [19–26] provide a fresh look at various vulnerabilities, related to UAVs intergroup
interactions. They show that the conventional security methods are ineffective against
attacks, aimed at informational messages context falsification. The models and methods
described are based on the decentralized group management strategy and can be applied
to counter different attacks.

In our paper, in contrast to considering only apparent DII, we focus on investigating
the HDII both on the overall group and on single group participants. Therefore, our aim
is to analyze the effects of HDII in the process of UAV intergroup communication on the
group’s performance. To achieve this aim, we determine the following tasks:

• Define and formalize the UAVs intergroup communication process;
• Define DII and HDII and develop calculus for their evaluation;
• Analyze the effects of HDII;
• Validate the HDII negative effects on the group’s performance via an empirical study.
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To assess the UAV group’s performance in the empirical study, we evaluate the number
of completed tasks by the group participants. Deviations of this number from the “ideal”
case, without any DII or HDII in the process of intergroup communication, are used to
assess the negative impact provided.

3. Model of Intergroup Communication

To represent UAVs intergroup communication, we propose a theoretical model, based
on the decentralized management strategy. In [27], the types of group management strate-
gies are described in detail. To identify an appropriate strategy for the present research, we
analyzed these strategies [28]. In terms of safety and security assurance, the decentralized
strategy is more relevant, as there is no CCD that can be treated as a single point of failure.
Therefore, computational workload on each group participant is far less than with the
centralized strategy, and the decision-making process is less time consuming. In addition,
the communication channel presence between group participants allows to organize tasks
allocation using dynamic task auctions [29].

We propose to divide the informational interaction (II) between group participants into
two types: external and internal. Internal II relates to the individual group participant and
is represented by the communication between various computing devices and sensors col-
lecting environmental information. Each UAV has a processing unit (PU), which processes
gathered information and generates control commands. Thus, internal II refers to the data
on the current UAV coordinates, position in space, angles of inclination, technical condition,
control movement commands and tasks, that circulates among computing devices, sensors
and PU.

Communication between two or more UAVs relates to the intergroup communication
and is considered external II. Such informational messages may include the UAV localiza-
tion data, location of obstacles, its technical condition, and other information, relevant for
tasks performance. Based on this data, UAV group is able to allocate tasks among agents
and perform them.

As an assumption, we consider only an ideal communication channel conditions,
which means the absence of any interference and packet losses in the communication
process [30]. Our model assumes that UAVs group participants communicate and aspire to
achieve a collective goal. Let us formulate this goal. The main goal of the UAVs group is
to perform a maximum number of tasks at minimum costs. Let U = {u1, . . . , un}, where
ui is i-th UAV, T = {t1, . . . , tm}, where tj is a j-th task, assigned to the group. Let C be the
tasks cost matrix (1), where cost(ui, tj) is a function for calculating the cost of performing
the task tj by the ui UAV.

C =

c11 . . . c1m
...

. . .
...

cn1 . . . cnm

, cij = cost(ui, tj) (1)

Let us consider that UAVs perform some tasks throughout the entire functioning life
cycle, then Td ⊆ T, where Td is a set of the completed tasks. Then Td =

⋃n
i=1 Td

i , Td
i ∩ Td

k =

∅, Td
i = {. . . , ti

j, . . .}, where Td
i and Td

k are sets of completed tasks by ui and uk UAVs

respectively, ti
j is a task, completed by ui UAV.

Let ri be the UAV ui energy resource, then the group goal can be expressed through
the optimization task, represented by (2).

|Td| → |T|
∑n

i=1 ∑m
j=1 cost(ui, ti

j)→ 0

∑m
j=1 cost(ui, ti

j) < ri

(2)
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These are the conditions to achieve the functioning general task for the UAV group.
However, in the case of any malicious attacks on intergroup communication, the group
goal might not be achieved, which would mean the destructive impact application.

The process of performing a particular task by a group can be divided into two stages:
task allocation auction, and task execution. The aim of the auction is to identify the most
appropriate performer among the entire group for the particular task [27]. To participate in
the auction, the UAV must participate in the intergroup communication and have no any
technical defects. To be selected as the task executor, UAV should have enough resources
to perform this task. Task execution starts from the moment the tasks are allocated until
the particular task completion. Prior to the task completion, UAV exchanges its current
location and environmental conditions data with the other group participants.

The following points are important for the UAVs group in the process of tasks per-
formance: communication possibility, technical state, energy resource, localization and
environmental conditions data. Within the proposed model, technical state and energy
resource are internal factors, localization and environmental data refer to external function-
ing factors. Communication is a crucial factor for intergroup communication and group
goal achievement.

As a part of the collective management strategy, all UAVs participate in the auction on
each iteration of the functioning time. Completion of the tasks allows the group to achieve
the goal. It can be reached by the following rules:

• If ui have no technical issues, it participates in the task allocation auction;
• If ui is not performing the task now, it participates in the task allocation auction;
• If cost(ui, ti

j) < ri, ui participates in the task allocation auction for ti;

• If cost(ui, ti
j) < cost(uk, tk

j ), where k 6= i, tj is assigned to ui.

The task is assigned to the UAV only in the case that it corresponds to all the conditions,
set by the rules listed above. The task allocation auction is schematically represented in
Figure 1. It incorporates several steps, the aim of which is to allocate the task to the most
suitable UAV in terms of the distance, current resource balance, and technical condition.
The auction’s steps are described in more detail below.

1. The first step incorporates the appropriate technical state check. Particular technical
checks may vary on a specific UAV’s characteristics and user or application require-
ments. For example, it may be a software integrity test or a hardware operation
mode check.

2. The aim of the second step is to verify if the UAV already assigned a task to perform.
In the UAVs’ group initialization moment, all the UAVs have “free” status. Then, after
the task is allocated to a specific UAV, its status changes to “busy”.

3. The third step incorporates the resource balance check. The UAV’s approximate
resource consumption to perform the task is calculated according to the distance
to the task and UAV’s characteristics, which can vary depending on the user or
application requirements. If the UAV has enough resources to perform the task, it
proceeds to the next step of the auction.

4. The fourth step’s aim is related to the evaluation of the distance between the task
location and the UAV. The UAV that is closest to the task’s location is selected to
perform it, if it passes the resource balance check.

5. On the fifth step, the UAV changes its status to “busy” and starts to perform the task.
6. After the task is performed, the UAV changes its status to “free”, and participates in

the task allocation auction again. If there are no tasks to allocate, the UAV stands by
and waits for the next tasks to be allocated.
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Does UAV have
appropriate technical

state?

Does UAV have
status "free"?

Does UAV have
enough resource to
perform the task? 

Is UAV more close
than others to this

task?

Task performing

Are there any
unperformed

tasks? 

Yes No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Standby and wait
for the next task

auction 

No

Figure 1. Task allocation auction steps diagram.

4. Informational Interaction Vulnerabilities
4.1. UAV Internal Informational Interaction Vulnerabilities

Based on the II classification and description, an issue on vulnerable UAV devices and
sensors for environmental data gathering and processing is raised. Environmental scanning
and localization devices gather and process data on the surroundings. This data can be
falsified by a malicious UAV or a third party. Thus, such devices are vulnerable to DII.
After the environmental data collecting procedure, the devices process and transmit this
data to the PU, which means that PU is vulnerable to DII from scanning and localization
devices. Moreover, it is necessary to consider that space movement, and other additional
devices are further vulnerable to DII from the PU.

Considering the internal II in the UAV as a chain of information flow (Figure 2), it
can be supposed that space-movement control components and additional devices are the
most vulnerable to DII, because they are located at the end of this chain. Therefore, in the
case of DII on the previous components in the chain, further modules gather and process
falsified data, which is likely to significantly affect the UAV group’s performance. Figure 3
represents the concept of UAV internal II between the UAV system components. In this
paper, we represent UAV as a system, which integrates the following components:

• Environmental sensors, which are devices designated to obtain the measurements from
the environment. Particular devices can vary depending on the UAV’s characteristics
and user or application requirements. Example of such devices are on-board cameras,
ultrasonic range finders, LiDARs, etc.

• Localization devices, which are devices designated to perform localization and map-
ping of the UAV. Examples of such devices may be a GPS or a GLONASS sensors.
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• Processing unit, which is the main computational core of the UAV. We assume that
this component incorporates all the software and hardware that UAV uses to perform
its computational tasks, such as decision making, processing of the received data,
distance to obstacle evaluation, etc.

• Movement adjustment devices that incorporate rotors, blades, and devices to control
them. These devices are used to adjust movement, regulate altitude, and control flight
direction and speed.

• Task execution devices may include any devices that are required to perform a specific
task. They may vary depending on the user or application requirements, an example
may be a capturing device designated to transport cargo.

Bold arrows in Figure 3 indicate information flows vulnerable to DII. Thereafter, if
HDII applied, the informational messages containing data on the technical state and energy
resource can be falsified.

Environment
sensors

Localization
devices

Movement
adjustment devices

Task execution
devices

Environment

Processing
unit

Figure 2. Direction of II flows between UAV components, represented as a chain.

Devices	technical
conditions	
verification

Normal	line
vector	deviation

Localization
devices

Processing
unit

Movement
adjustment
devices	

Environmental
sensors

UAV
	coordinates

Task	execution
devices

Environment
scanning

Techincal
condition	data

Defining
location

Comparing
perpendicular
and	normal
vectors

Data	
postprocessing

Speed
adjustment

Location	
adjustment

Additional
devices
activity

Other	tasks	execution
related	commands

Normal	line
	vector	regulating

control
	commands

Speed
adjustment
commands

Figure 3. Detailed schematic representation of the environmental data gathering and processing by
UAV components. Highlighted arrows indicate information threads vulnerable to DII.
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4.2. UAVs External Information Interaction Vulnerabilities

The UAVs group consists of n participants and transmits information to each other,
based on which further decisions are made. For the research purposes, let us introduce an
assumption of i-th UAV faultless, so that the UAV cannot be a source of falsified data.

The informational messages received by the i-th UAV from the particular UAV and
the data broadcast during intergroup communication are vulnerable to DII. While in the
former case, informational messages are transmitted directly from one UAV to another, in
the latter one, the data is broadcasted and processed by all group participants.

5. Threats Classification

As described in [16,31–39], conventional security methods can detect the apparent
DII and are applicable to the UAVs group. Hereupon, the following HDII types can
be considered.

HDII can be classified as intentional or unintentional. In Figure 4, we schematically
represent the classification of the HDII types by a vulnerable component from which
HDII originates from. The intentional impact is implemented to decrease the UAV group
performance by a malicious UAV or a third party. The unintentional one occurs in cases of
technical faults in the UAV’s hardware or software components. Connection type factors,
internal and external factors can be used to identify the HDII type.

HDII

Intentional
impact

Unintentional
impact

1.	Communication

Internal
factors

Internal
factors

4.	External
factors

7.	External
factors

2.	Technical
factors

3.	Energy
resource

5.	Technical
state

6.	Energy
resource

Figure 4. HDII classification by a vulnerable component in UAVs intergroup communication.

To describe the consequences of HDII, we introduce the Td
HDII indicator, which is

a set of completed tasks in the case of HDII implementation, k is a number of UAVs,
providing given HDII, and costHDII(ui, tj) is a function calculating the task cost during
HDII implementation.

Each HDII type can lead to different consequences:

• Direct damage. In this type of damage, the number of completed tasks is affected
directly, defined by (3).

|Td| > |Td
HDII |; (3)
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• Undefined type of damage. The threat of UAVs group participants violation (in the
case when the agent takes the task and spends energy in the process of its implemen-
tation) is represented by (4).

cik < ri −
m

∑
j=1

cost(ui, ti
j), k 6= j; (4)

• Indirect damage. Increase in the average costs of performing the task by an individual
group participants leads to the growth of the overall group costs. This type of damage
is defined by (5). 

n

∑
i=1

m

∑
j=1

cost(ui, ti
j) <

n

∑
i=1

m

∑
j=1

costHDII(ui, ti
j)

∑n
i=1 ∑m

j=1 cost(ui, ti
j)

Td <
∑n−k

i=1 ∑m
j=1 cost(ui, ti

j)

Td
HDII

. (5)

Below, we present a more rigorous HDII classification with a scenario description and
effect evaluation.

1. UAV does not participate in II and in the task allocation auction, but has such an
opportunity.

(a) Indirect damage. Average task costs of individual participants may increase
with a constant number of completed tasks, defined by (6).

∑n
i=1 ∑m

j=1 cost(ui ,ti
j)

Td <
∑n−k

i=1 ∑m
j=1 cost(ui ,ti

j)

Td
HDII

|Td| = |Td
HDII |

(6)

(b) Direct damage. A number of completed tasks may decrease with the constant
costs for performing these tasks. This type of damage is defined by (7).

∑n
i=1 ∑m

j=1 cost(ui ,ti
j)

Td =
∑n−k

i=1 ∑m
j=1 cost(ui ,ti

j)

Td
HDII

|Td| > |Td
HDII |

(7)

2. UAV provides false data on its technical state and does not participate in the task
allocation auction.

(a) Indirect damage. The average UAV individual task costs may increase with
the constant number of completed tasks. This type of damage is defined by (8).

∑n
i=1 ∑m

j=1 cost(ui ,ti
j)

Td <
∑n−k

i=1 ∑m
j=1 cost(ui ,ti

j)

Td
HDII

|Td| = |Td
HDII |

(8)

(b) Direct damage. The number of completed tasks may decrease with the constant
number of standard costs. This type of damage is defined according to (9).

∑n
i=1 ∑m

j=1 cost(ui ,ti
j)

Td =
∑n−k

i=1 ∑m
j=1 cost(ui ,ti

j)

Td
HDII

|Td| > |Td
HDII |

(9)

3. Direct damage. UAV provides false data on the lack of energy resources to perform
tasks. In this case, the number of UAVs participating in the task allocation auction
does not decrease. Such a scenario can lead to task completion failure due to an
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increase in costs of particular UAVs. As a consequence, other group participants are
unable to take this task: |Td| > |Td

HDII |.
4. UAV provides false data on its location or environmental conditions.

(a) Indirect damage. This type of behavior can lead to a task cost deviation,
illustrated by (10).

n

∑
i=1

m

∑
j=1

cost(ui, ti
j) <

n

∑
i=1

m

∑
j=1

costHDII(ui, ti
j) (10)

(b) Undetermined damage. UAV may face a lack of energy resources during the
task performance. This can be a result of sub-optimal route selection. It is
defined according to (11).

cik < ri −
m

∑
j=1

cost(ui, ti
j), where k 6= j (11)

(c) Direct damage. As a result, the above-described consequences convergence
can lead to a decrease in the number of tasks completed: |Td| > |Td

HDII |.
5. Direct damage. UAV provides false data on its appropriate technical state. Thus,

the task can be assigned to the UAV, but it is unable to perform this task. Therefore,
|Td| > |Td

HDII |.
6. UAV provides false data on its energy resource.

(a) Undetermined damage. In this case, implemented HDII results in UAV battery
discharge before it completes the task. Defined by (12).

cik < ri −
m

∑
j=1

cost(ui, ti
j), where k 6= j (12)

(b) Direct damage. In such a scenario, implemented HDII may lead to a decrease
in the completed tasks number: |Td| > |Td

HDII |.
7. UAV transmits false localization or environmental conditions data.

(a) Indirect damage. This type of behavior can affect the number of tasks com-
pleted. It is defined according to (13).

n

∑
i=1

m

∑
j=1

cost(ui, ti
j) <

n

∑
i=1

m

∑
j=1

costHDII(ui, ti
j) (13)

(b) Undetermined damage. Other group participants may face a lack of energy
resources during tasks performance. This can be a result of sub-optimal route
selection. It is defined by (14).

cik < ri −
m

∑
j=1

cost(ui, ti
j), where k 6= j (14)

(c) Direct damage. Increasing of tasks costs or UAVs failures may affect the overall
group performance: |Td| > |Td

HDII |.
For better visualization, the described types of damage are structured in Table 1. The

situations described naturally lead to the deviations in the UAVs group performance, com-
pared with the “ideal” case, without any destructive impact. In particular, the application
of such impacts can affect both the individual and the overall UAV group performance.
Thus, developing and implementing safety and security methods that can counter these
attacks is of paramount importance.
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Table 1. HDII damage types taxonomy.

Direct Undetermined Indirect

The agent does not participate in the II
and, as a consequence, in the auction, but
has such an opportunity (1b, according to

Section 5) The agent provides false localization and
environmental data (4b, according to

Section 5)

The agent does not participate in II and,
as a consequence, in the auction, but has

such an opportunity (1a, according to
Section 5)

The agent provides false data on the
technical state and does not participate in

the auction (2b, according to Section 5)
The agent provides false data on the

technical state and does not participate in
the auction (2a, according to Section 5)

The agent provides false data on the
remaining resources to perform tasks (3,

according to Section 5) The agent believes that has enough
energy resources to perform the task (6a,

according to Section 5)
The agent provides false localization and

environmental data (4c, according to
Section 5) The agent provides false localization and

environmental data (4a, according to
Section 5)

The agent believes that it has a proper
technical state (5, according to Section 5)

The agent reports incorrect localization
and environmental data (7b, according to

Section 5)
The agent reports false localization and

environmental data (7a, according to
Section 5)

The agent believes that it has enough
energy to perform the task (6b, according

to Section 5)
The agent reports incorrect localization

and environmental data (7c, according to
Section 5)

6. Empirical Study of HDII Effect on UAVs Group Performance

To achieve the research aim we established, we conduct an empirical study on HDII in
UAVs intergroup communications. To model the group of UAV and the communication
between its participants, we leveraged the CoppeliaSim robotic simulation environment.
To accomplish the task throughout the modeling process, UAVs are supposed to move
through a narrow corridor surrounded by the walls created on a simulation map. For
UAVs, it is necessary to detect the obstacles (walls), since these obstacles cross the shortest
trajectory from the UAV start to the finish point. The example of the UAV’s logic for
obstacles overcoming is given below as the simplified pseudo-code Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Example of obstacles overcoming algorithm employed in the em-
pirical study.

Result: Chosen moving direction
initialization;
if the obstacle is in front then

if the obstacle is not on the right then
take 10 degrees right;

end
if the obstacle is not on the left then

take 10 degrees left;
end

else
move forward;

end

In the case of UAV’s sensor malfunction during the process of environmental data
gathering, proper obstacle position detection can fail. Therefore, this negative effect relates
to DII. For the illustration purposes, we outline the key moments of the empirical study:
corridor entry (Figure 5); collision with an obstacle due to the DII caused by the ultrasonic
range finder, which results in improper command generation by the PU (Figure 6); UAV
crash, caused by the destructive impact on the system components (Figure 7).
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To evaluate the DII effect on the UAV’s group performance, we empower one of
the UAV to provide DII on other “harmless” group participants. As a result, one of the
“harmless” UAVs crashed. Such an impact could not be identified as destructive by the other
group participants, and therefore could not be neutralized or mitigated by the employed
security and safety measures. This allows us to consider the caused impact as HDII, which
affects the context of broadcasting informational messages.

Figure 5. The experiment’s initialization moment. Entry into the corridor with obstacles. The green
triangles on the floor represent the tasks’ location. The green and red arrows on the sides of the wall
are simulator’s built-in functions that represent to which directions the wall can be moved.

Figure 6. The moment of UAV’s collision with the obstacle. The green triangles on the floor represent
the tasks’ location. The green and red arrows on the sides of the wall are simulator’s built-in functions
that represent to which directions the wall can be moved.
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Figure 7. The moment of UAV’s crash, caused by the destructive impact on its system components.
The green triangles on the floor represent the tasks’ location. The green and red arrows on the sides of
the wall are simulator’s built-in functions that represent to which directions the wall can be moved.

6.1. Simulation Setup

The simulation testbed can be described as a finite cube with a discrete size of
10× 10× 10 elementary space blocks (ESBs). The particular block size depends on the
size the particular UAV and its individual space. The size of the individual UAV is
0.3× 0.3× 0.15 m, and its individual space is a sphere with a UAV in its center, where the
sphere diameter D is the parallelepiped with a diagonal D =

√
0.32 + 0.32 + 0.152 = 0.792 m.

We assume that ESB is a cube with a sphere of diameter D inscribed in it. Then, the side of
the cube can be defined as a = D = 0.792 m. In addition, the ESB dimensions are rounded:
a = 0.8 m. Therefore, the actual size of the ESB is 0.8× 0.8× 0.8 m.

The UAVs group consists of five participants. In the initialization moment, they are
located in zone A, painted turquoise in Figure 8. The aim of each UAV is to reach the finish
point, where the “flag” is located (represented as green triangles in Figures 8–10) and to
return to the zone A in the most optimal way (in terms of distance). The goal of the whole
group is to perform 10 abstract tasks (to reach the “flag” and return to the zone A).

In the initialization moment, a unique identification number (ID) is assigned to each
UAV. Each of the participants is located on their own certain ESB, from which they start
moving toward the target. Further, tasks are allocated among the participants via the
auction. Tasks are distributed according to the minimum distance rule, that is, the task is
assigned to the agent closest to the target and not occupied by another task. Each task has
its own unique ID number (from 1 to 10) and a certain status:

• Unperformed, if the task has not been assigned to any of the UAVs yet;
• In progress, if the task is assigned to one of the UAVs, but has not been completed yet;
• Completed, if the task has been completed.

Once the UAV with the assigned task reaches the “flag” and transports it to zone A,
the task status can be defined as “completed”, and the UAV status as “free”. The UAV’s
status can have the following values:

• “Free”, if the UAV is not performing any task at the current moment;
• “Unavailable”, if the UAV is in the process of task performing.
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After all tasks are defined as “completed”, the overall group’s goal is considered
achieved. To avoid collisions and conflicts in the movement control process, the following
assumptions are introduced:

• If the distance towards the “flag” from two or more UAVs is equal, the task is assigned
to the participant with a highest ID;

• If the distance towards two or more tasks from the UAV is equal, the task with the
minimal ID is assigned to the UAV;

• If there are no tasks with the “unperformed” status, the UAV stays in the zone A.

Let us formalize the UAV group activities for our empirical study. There is a set
A = {a1, . . . , a5}, where ai is the ESB of the i-th, i = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} UAV starting point. The
set t = {t1, . . . , t10}, where tj is the ESB of the j-th “flag”. We assume that each UAV
performs at least one task, then for each UAV, the functioning process can be divided into
N stages, where 1 ≤ N ≤ 6 (the maximum number of stages is defined based on the
following scenario: all UAVs, except one, have completed one task, thus the remaining
task-unassigned UAV is forced to perform the remaining five tasks). The task is assigned to
i-th UAV if the finish point distance is minimal, according to (15).

Pij = min(ρ(ai, tj)), (15)

where Pij is the optimal possible path toward the flag, and ρ is the distance between ai
and tj.

For our particular simulations, we assume the remaining unperformed tasks as a
consequence of DII provided by one of the UAVs. Moreover, such a UAV can also provide
HDII by transmitting false data to other group participants. Such informational messages
cannot be identified as falsified ones by other group participants, which leads to sub-
optimal decisions. Furthermore, such false data results in the group tasks’ performance
decrease, which can be demonstrated by our experiments. The inability of UAV group
participants to identify this data as false allows us to classify this impact as hidden. The
key moments of the performed empirical study are illustrated in Figures 8–10.

Figure 8. The empirical study initialization moment. UAVs group participants located at the zone A.
Red arrow indicates task in progress.
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Figure 9. The process of tasks performing by the UAV group participants. Blue and red arrows
indicate completed tasks and tasks in progress, respectively.

Figure 10. An example of destructive impact implementation in the UAVs intergroup communication.
The “intruder” UAV was assigned the task and did not perform it; at the same time, other UAVs
cannot be assigned this task, as it already was occupied by the “intruder”. Blue and red arrows
indicate completed tasks and tasks in progress, respectively.

6.2. Empirical Study Results

We simulated all the scenarios, described in Section 5, where the group is exposed
to HDII by the UAV that provides false data. Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate the empirical
study results with HDII implementation and without it. For the convenience, all the data is
presented in percentages.
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Table 2. Simulation results without HDII implementation.

Average Expended Energy
Resources Failed UAVs Completed Tasks

79.2% 0% 100%

Table 3. Simulation results with HDII implementation. HDII and damage types are defined according
to Section 5.

HDII Type Average Expended
Energy Resources Failed UAVs Completed Tasks Damage Type

1 95.3% 0% 100% Indirect
2 96.6% 0% 100% Indirect
3 73.8% 0% 90% Direct

4 96.2% 20% 90% Indirect,
Undetermined, Direct

5 59.5% 0% 90% Direct
6 82.3% 10% 100% Undetermined
7 96.7% 10% 100% Indirect, Undetermined

From the results, one can see that the 1st and 2nd types of HDII showed an increase in
average energy resources spent by UAVs. This can be interpreted as an indirect damage,
as the implemented HDII resulted in a decrease in UAVs able to participate in the task
allocation auction. The 3rd HDII type simulation showed a decrease in completed tasks,
which is an outcome of the energy resources lack. In turn, the average expanded energy
resources declined as a result of the remaining unperformed tasks. The 4th HDII type
implementation resulted in all types of damage. By the reason of transmitting the false
data on the obstacles location, UAVs selected a sub-optimal path toward the “flag”, which
increased the energy resources consumption and led to the crash of several UAVs. However,
90% of tasks were completed. The data on 5th HDII type simulations showed the decline
in completed tasks, which was a result of the data falsification on the technical condition
provided by one of the UAVs. The 6th HDII type caused undetermined damage, as a
consequence of providing false data on the energy resource balance. As a result, one
of the “harmless” UAVs crashed. The damage type was defined as indirect because the
UAV crash led to the others group participant’s energy resources consumption growth.
The 7th HDII type simulations showed an increase in the UAVs average energy resources
consumption. Providing the false data on other UAVs and obstacles location resulted in
one of the UAVs crashing.

As one can see from Table 3, the average expended energy resources percentage can
vary and depends on the particular simulation scenario. If UAVs provide false data to other
participants, we assume that the group has to spend more time and resources to perform
the tasks, as the tasks are allocated to inappropriate UAVs in a sub-optimal way. In HDII
Type 5 experiments, UAVs provided false information on their technical state; however,
comparing to other tested HDII types, HDII Type 5 resulted in a minimal average resource
consumption to perform all the tasks. Here, we can conclude that when the UAV provided
false data, for example, on the obstacles location or energy resources balance (other HDII
types), it resulted in sub-optimal decisions in the path planning, tasks allocation, and
dynamic movement adjustment.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In our paper, we proposed our novel approach to evaluate how destructive information
impact affects unmanned aerial vehicles individual and overall group performance. The
concepts of internal, external and intergroup informational interaction were introduced
and formalized. Informational interaction analysis allowed to define and classify hidden
destructive information impact types according to the intentionality and to the impact on
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the overall group performance (direct, indirect, and undetermined damage). Moreover,
we provided calculus which allowed us to evaluate and quantify the damage caused by
the destructive information impact. To evaluate our approach, we conducted an empirical
study using the CoppeliaSim robotic simulation environment. During the simulations, we
employed the hidden destructive information impact that affected the performance both of
the individual unmanned aerial vehicle and the whole group.

It is worth mentioning that, in some cases, the apparent destructive information impact
vulnerabilities can be neutralized or mitigated by the conventional security and safety
methods, e.g., authentication and mobile cryptography. However, to address vulnerabilities
related to the hidden destructive information impact, it is crucial to develop novel security
and safety approaches. We believe the threats classification and attacks scenario description,
provided in this work, can contribute to the development and improvement of such
approaches and methods by a community.

Our further research prospects are aimed at hidden destructive information impact
countermeasures developing and adjusting, modeling various attack scenario on real
unmanned aerial vehicles and assessing intergroup communication reliability and tolerance
in different situations. Managing these points can allow us to develop a generic intergroup
communication security model for unmanned aerial vehicles, which would allow to design
more attack-tolerant devices and to increase their performance in hostile environments.
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